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1. $100 1966 LT, Fr. 1550S, FINEST KNOWN 
+ ULTRA RARE SPECIMEN. Bold red vertical 
stamps on both sides of Franklin and at each end 
of the back denote this C-note as a Specimen 
as does the serial number H12345678G. While 
FRN Specimens are seen with some regularity, 
this note is a rare sight indeed as we have 
not owned another example of a $100 Legal 
Tender Specimen in our near 50 years in the 
industry. Only a few examples known with its 
closest competitor, a flat 63, nowhere near 
this trophy. We recognize this note may be as 
unique as its buyer; therefore, if an interest-
free layaway would assist you in adding this 
five-figure acquisition to your collection, please 
contact us. High-resolution images and pricing 
are available upon request. PMG Gem Unc 
66EPQ 586.979.3400

NEW U.S. COINS:
Images + others available at 

ExecutiveCurrency.com
2. 10c 1942 Mercury Dime PROOF. NGC 

PF-67. ...................................................$415
3. $1 1928 Peace Dollar –Key Date. Key Date 

to PSD! Light cleaning on the obverse has been 
mentioned by graders. NGC Unc Det. ......$425

4. 3cs 1861 Three Cent Silver. NGC 
MS-61. ..................................................$495

5. 1837 HT-268(6I) Feuchtwangers 
Composition An especially attractive 1c Eagle 
with dove-gray color on the highpoints and 
deep charcoal patina in the protected areas. 
NGC AU 50. ...........................................$350

High Denominations

6. $500 1934 FRN, Fr. 2202-C Five Hundred-
Philadelphia. Bright paper, bold inks, sharp 
corners, and exceptional eye-appeal make this 
an intelligent selection for a collector seeking 
an uncirculated example without breaking the 
bank. PCGS-B Unc 62. ......................... $4495

7. $500 1934 FRN, Fr. 2202-D Five Hundred-
Cleveland. This note offers exceptional eye-
appeal and comes without any problems or 
negative comments. PMG Ch VF 35. ...... $2250

8. Cheap $500s available with photos at 
  ExecutiveCurrency.com
9. $1,000 1934-A FRN, Fr. 2212-C One 

Thousand-Philadelphia. This comment-
free one thousand dollar note is seemingly 
under-graded and might be a candidate for an 
upgrade with today’s services and standards. 
If it upgrades, the buyer will be rewarded 
quite handsomely with a profit-- making it an 
intelligent selection for dealer or a collector 
that’s more focused on the overall aesthetics 
of this fabulous Philadelphia thousand than the 
numeric grade. PCGS Abt New 50. ........ $5250

10. $1,000 1840 Post Note–Bank of the United 
States. Philadelphia, PA. This post note, issued 
while the bank was operating under a PA state 
charter, depicts the bank’s headquarters in 
Philadelphia as well as six notable American 
figures. There are 4 interest and principal 
payment annotations on back. Great look; 
rarely available. PCGS-B Ch AU 58. ....... $1195

These were printed uni-face (front only) and 
intended to serve as interbank instruments to 
transfer funds…all available specimens resulted 
from a fire in a storage facility at a post office 
in Washington, DC in 1935 where firemen—
believing that they were simply unimportant 
paper—threw these out on to the street to 
contain the fire, where passersby picked them 
up. As a result of the heat and water, many 
come with some areas of discoloration. Please 
note these are not redeemable.

11. $10,000 1900 Gold Cert, Fr. 1225h Ten 
Thousand. Fortunately, despite the comment 
of stains that the grader must have felt obligated 
to add, this one remains incredibly bright with 
exceptional eye-appeal! A great opportunity to 
secure a “high denom” at a fraction of the price. 
PCGS-B Ch VF 35. ............................... $4795

12. $10,00 1900 Gold Cert, Fr. 1225b Ten 
Thousand. Rare variety with only 14 known. 
Most of these are canceled, such as this note 
with hole punch cancellation. There are only 
14 known and this note last brought over $4k in 
2015. PCGS Fine 15. ............................ $3495

NEW PURCHASES:
13. $1 1935-A Hawaii, Fr. 2300. WWII Emergency 

Issue with brown serials+seal and bold black 
Hawaii surcharge. Grade + price you’ll love. 
PCGS-B Gem Unc 66PPQ. ......................$450

14. $2 1928-B Legal Tender, Fr. 1503, Key to 
Series. Mid-grade offering of a highly-coveted 
series on this red seal deuce. PMG Ch VF 
35EPQ. ..................................................$345

15. $10 1933 Silver Cert, Fr. 1700 KEY TO 
SERIES–1933 TEN. One of the most important 
for small size collector due to its rarity and 
significance as the only note with, “Payable in 
silver coin to bearer on demand.” Great look, 
better value. PMG Very Fine 20. ............ $6495

16. $50 1928 Gold Cert, Fr. 2404 Fifty Dollar 
Gold Cert. Bright paper, bold inks, and even 
gentle handling. PCGS VF 30. ............... $1125

17. $1 1899 SC, Fr. 236* Black Eagle STAR. 
An early replacement note from the final variety 
of arguably the most popular large size type. 
PCGS-B Ch Fine 15. ...............................$350

18. $20 1880 Silver Cert, Fr. 308, Black Back–
TRIPLE SIGS! All triple signature notes are 
classic rarities for large size collectors. This 
offering is no exception, as it is one of just a 
dozen pieces enumerated in the census for 
Fr. 308. It has a comment of restoration which 
was executed with skill, and thus enhances 
the appearance of this seemingly mid-grade 
example. This piece faces up as a VF due to the 
brightness and strength of its inks. In Jan. 2023 
a PMG VF 20 with comment of minor repairs 
brought $20,400. This is the most recent record 
of sales for grades 15 and 20. This is a bargain 
for a collector that’s tired of waiting for an 
attractive countersigned Black Back. PMG Ch 
Fine 15, net ......................................  $12,250

19. $1 1891 Silver Cert, Fr. 223, Martha. Bright 
paper, bold inks, even margins.   As noted by 
the graders there are a few well-concealed 
pinholes that are only barely visible when the 
note is backlit and entirely disappear when it’s 
not. A discerning collector shouldn’t hesitate on 
this new addition.PCGS-B EF 40. ........... $1150

MARCH SPECIALS:
20. $1 2021 Janet L. Yellen STAR Autograph. 

The series 2021 notes are the first to have 
the signatures of two women. Yellen is the 
first woman to occupy the office of Treasury 
secretary, while Malerba is the first Native 
American to serve as Treasurer of the United 
States.We recently acquired a small group of 
identically-graded autographs of Janet L. Yellen 
on $1 2021 Star notes and are delighted to help 
you expand your collection to include the most-
recent series released by the BEP. PMG Gem 
65EPQ. ....................................................$95

21. $1 2021 Janet L. Yellen STAR Autographs–
Consecutive Pair. Sequential stars both with 
the bold and legible autograph. PMG Gem Unc 
65EPQ. ..................................................$180

22. $2 2017-A Star Pack. With the 
announcement of $1 2021 star packs no longer 
being released sequentially by the BEP, these 
100 consecutive replacement deuces are fully-
original and likely to become more desired. 
Gem. .....................................................$695

23. $2 1976 Philadelphia STAR Pack. Fully-
original pack of bicentennial replacement 
notes. Gem. ......................................... $2250

24. FOUR DIGIT STAR NOTES: $1 2021 FRNs. 
Serial B0000XXXX*. Random 4 digit serial on 
new Unc replacement note. Ch CU-Gem. ...$65


